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Abstract. Data mining is the extraction of the hidden information from large databases. It is a powerful 
technology to explore important information in the data warehouse. Privacy preservation is a significant 
problem in the field of data mining. It is more challenging when data is distributed among different parties. In 
this paper, we address the problem of privacy preserving three-layer Naïve Bayes classification over 
vertically partitioned data. Our approach is based on Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC). We use secure 
multiplication protocol to classify the new tuples. In our protocol, secure multiplication protocol allows to 
meet privacy constraints and achieve acceptable performance and our classification system is very efficient in 
term of computation and communication cost. 

Keywords: Privacy preserving, Naïve Bayes classification, probability, secure multiplication protocol.  

1. Introduction  
Boundary heat  

Classification is a popular data mining technique used to predict group membership for data tuples. In 
classification rule mining, a set of database tuples act as a training sample and it is analyzed to produce a 
model of the data or classifier that can be used for classifying a new tuple. The popular classification rule 
mining techniques are decision trees, neural networks, Naïve Bayesian classifiers etc. Preserving privacy 
against data mining algorithms is a new research area.  Privacy preserving data mining is the emerging field 
that protects sensitive data. The goal of privacy preserving classification is to build precise classifiers 
without disclosing personal information in the data being mined.  

1.1. Naïve Bayesian Classification 
    Bayesian classification is based on Bayes’ theorem [1]. A simple Bayesian classifier is known as the 
Naïve Bayesian classifier, to be comparable in performance with decision tree and selected neural network 
classifier. Bayesian classifiers have also exhibited high accuracy and speed when applied to large database. 

Bayes’ theorem is 

                                        (1) 
Where H is some hypothesis, such as that the data tuple X belongs to a specified class ‘C’. For 

classification problems, we want to determine P (H|X), the probability that the hypothesis H holds given the 
“evidence” or observed data tuple X.  

P (H|X) is the posterior probability of H conditioned on X. 
P (H) is the prior probability of H. For our example; this is the probability that any given customer will 

buy a computer, regardless of age, income or any other information. 
P (X|H) is the posterior probability of X conditioned on H. 
Naïve Bayes is extremely effective but straightforward classifier. Due to this combination of 

straightforward and effectiveness it is used as a baseline standard by which other classifiers are measured.  
Naïve Bayes represents each class with a probabilistic summary, and classify each new tuple with the most 
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likely class. It provides a flexible way for dealing with any number of attributes or classes, and is based on 
probability theory. It is fast learning algorithm that examines all its training input. It has been established to 
achieve unexpectedly well in a wide variety of problems despite of the simple nature of the model. With 
various enhancements it is highly effective, and receives practical use in many applications for example 
content based filtering and text categorization. 

For preserving privacy we use the framework defined in Secure Multiparty Computation [2], and several 
primitives from the Secure Multiparty Computation contents. Complete details of Naïve Bayes classification 
algorithms can be found in [3]. We assume that the basic formulae are well known. In order to construct a 
privacy preserving Naïve Bayesian classifier, we must concentrate on two issues, how to calculate the 
probability or model parameter for each attribute and how to classify a new tuple [4, 5, 6]. The following 
subsections provide details on both issues. The protocol presented below is quite efficient. 

1.2. Our Contributions  
    Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:  

• We present a novel privacy preserving Naïve Bayes classifier for vertically partitioned databases.  
• It classifies new tuple by using secure multiplication protocol. We propose a new protocol. 

1.3. Organization of the paper  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. Section 3, 

describes proposed work of our novel privacy preserving Naïve Bayes classification model for vertically 
partitioned data. Section 3.1 describes architecture of our model and secure multiplication protocol. Section 
3.2 sets some assumptions. Section 3.3 describes formal algorithms of our proposed work. In Section 4, we 
present our calculation and results that are conducted by using our proposed model on real-world data sets. 
In Section 5, we conclude our paper with the discussion of the future work. 

2. Related Work  
    Privacy preserving data mining has been an active research area for a decade. A lot of work is going on by 
the researcher on privacy preserving classification in distributed data mining. The first Secure Multiparty 
Computation (SMC) problem was described by Yao [7]. SMC allows parties with similar background to 
compute result upon their private data, minimizing the threat of disclosure was explained [8].  

There have been several approaches to support privacy preserving data mining over multi-party without 
using third parties [9, 10]. Some techniques, review and evaluation of privacy preserving algorithms also 
presented in [9]. Various tools discussed and how they can be used to solve several privacy preserving data 
mining problems [11]. We now give some of the related work in this area. Previous work in privacy 
preserving data mining has addressed some issues. The aim is to preserve customer privacy by distorting the 
data values presented in [10]. D. Agrawal and C. C. Aggarwal designed various algorithms for improving 
this approach [12]. 
     Classification is one of the most widespread data mining problems come across in real life. General 
classification techniques have been extensively studied for over twenty years. The classifier is usually 
represented by classification rules, decision trees, Naïve Bayes classification and neural networks. First ID3 
decision tree classification algorithm is proposed by Quinlan [13]. Lindell and Pinkas proposed a secure 
algorithm to build a decision tree using ID3 over horizontally partitioned data between two parties using 
SMC [14]. A novel privacy preserving distributed decision tree learning algorithm [15] that is based on 
Shamir [16]. The ID3 algorithm is scalable in terms of computation and communication cost, and therefore it 
can be run even when there is a large number of parties involved and eliminate the need for third party and 
propose a new method without using third parties. A generalized privacy preserving variant of the ID3 
algorithm for vertically partitioned data distributed over two or more parties introduced in [17, 18, 19, 20] 
and horizontally partitioned data distributed over multi parties introduced in [21, 22]. Privacy preserving 
Naïve Bayes classification for horizontally partitioned data introduced in [4] and vertically partitioned data 
introduced in [5, 6]. Centralized Naïve Bayes classification probability calculation is introduced in [23]. 

3. Proposed Work 
    This paper addresses classification over vertically partitioned data, where different parties hold different 
attributes. We consider the case where all party holds the class attributes. In this case, all party calculates 
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probabilities (model parameters) of all class value for each attribute value for every attribute individually, 
causing no privacy breaches. For classifying the new tuple, in vertical partition database all party has to 
collaborate with each other in a secure manner. We use secure multiplication protocol for multiplying the 
probabilities (model parameters) of particular attribute value of all attribute for all class value and compare 
total probability of all class value and find out the maximum total probability. The class having maximum 
total probability will be the predicted class. 

For vertically partitioned case, different parties must collaborate to find the classification result for every 
new tuple because no party has all the attributes for a given tuple. Since parties do not know all the attributes 
of a new tuple, they will not be able to predict the full model even by classifying many tuples. 

Therefore, hiding the model brings additional security for vertically partitioned data and is necessary. 
For classifying the new tuple, we use secure multiplication protocol. Secure multiplication protocol keeps 
hiding not only the model parameters or probabilities from other party even data also. 

3.1. System Architecture 
Proposed architecture of our privacy preserving Naïve Bayes Classifier for vertically partitioned databases is 
shown in Fig. 1. It has three layers. 

Input Layer – All participating parties that are involved in the classification process individually 
calculate probability or model parameters for all class value of each attribute value for every attribute.  

Intermediate Layer – In vertically partitioned data, no party has all the attributes. They must collaborate 
to find total probability for all classes. For this we propose Secure Multiplication Protocol, no party is able to 
know the probabilities or model parameters, not even data of the other parties. Only first party will know the 
total probability for all classes. Secure multiplication protocol is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1: 3LPPVPNBC system architecture 

 
Output Layer – Based on the total probability of all class value, first party will find the class with the 
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highest total probability and finally classify the new tuple. Send this class value to all other parties.  
Protocol is secure to classify each new tuple.  

3.2. Assumptions 
The following assumptions have been set: 

• All participating parties individually calculate probabilities or model parameters. 
• All parties have to collaborate for classify new tuple, therefore security is must. 
• Party P1 (first party) drives the secure multiplication protocol. 
• Party P1 (first party) calculates the total probabilities. 
• Send class value to all parties. 
• Input data of all parties are secured and privacy is preserved. 
• The Secure Multiplication Protocol used by the input parties is secured. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Secure Multiplication Protocol 

3.3. Formal Algorithms 
Require:   

• n parties i.e. P1, P2, .., Pn{Vertically Partitioned} 
• c class values i.e. c1, c2, .., cc,  
• a attributes i.e. a={a1+a2+…+an} and Ac is the class attribute. 

                      Pi ─> Pi.A1, Pi.A2, .., Pi.Aai, Ac. { i = 1, 2, …, n} 
Note: 

• Pi.Cxyz       : represents number of tuples having class z, attribute value y of attribute Ax of party Pi. 
• Pi.Axy        : represents attribute name Ax with attribute value y of party Pi. 
• Nz             : represents number of tuples having class z.  
• T               : represents total tuples. 

    Initial Input : 
Total_Prob c=c1=Total_Probc=c2=….Total_Probc=cc =1 

Total_Probc=c1= Total_Probc=c1*ProbA1.val c=c1*ProbA2.val c=c1*….* ProbAa1.val c=c1
Total_Probc=c2= Total_Probc=c2*ProbA1.val c=c2*ProbA2.val c=c2*….* ProbAa1.val c=c2
      .               . .  . 
      .  . .  . 
Total_Probc=cc= Total_Probc=cc*ProbA1.val c=cc*ProbA2.val c=cc*….* ProbAa1.val c=cc

    Final Output : 
Total_Prob c=c1, Total_Probc=c2, …., Total_Probc=cc 

Party P1 

Total_Probc=c1= Total_Probc=c1*ProbA1.val c=c1*ProbA2.val c=c1*….* ProbAa2.val c=c1
Total_Probc=c2= Total_Probc=c2*ProbA1.val c=c2*ProbA2.val c=c2*….* ProbAa2.val c=c2
      .               . .  . 
      .  . .  . 
Total_Probc=cc= Total_Probc=cc*ProbA1.val c=cc*ProbA2.val c=cc*….* ProbAa2.val c=cc

Party P2 

Total_Probc=c1= Total_Probc=c1*ProbA1.val c=c1*ProbA2.val c=c1*….* ProbAa4.val c=c1 
Total_Probc=c2= Total_Probc=c2*ProbA1.val c=c2*ProbA2.val c=c2*….* ProbAa4.val c=c2 
      .               . .  . 
      .  . .  . 
Total_Probc=cc= Total_Probc=cc*ProbA1.val c=cc*ProbA2.val c=cc*….* ProbAa4.val c=cc 

Party P4 

Total_Probc=c1= Total_Probc=c1*ProbA1.val c=c1*ProbA2.val c=c1*….* ProbAa3.val c=c1
Total_Probc=c2= Total_Probc=c2*ProbA1.val c=c2*ProbA2.val c=c2*….* ProbAa3.val c=c2
      .               . .  . 
      .  . .  . 
Total_Probc=cc= Total_Probc=cc*ProbA1.val c=cc*ProbA2.val c=cc*….* ProbAa3.val c=cc 

Party P3 
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• Pi.Probxyz   : represents probability of attribute Ax with attribute value y having class z of party Pi. 
• Probz          : represents probability of class z. 
• New.Pi.Axy : represents new tuple of attribute name Ax with attribute value y of  party Pi to be 

classified. 
 
Algorithm 1: 3LPPVPNBC ( ) - Three-Layer Privacy preserving vertically partitioned NBC. Basically it has 
three steps to classify the new tuple. 
 
Step 1: Class_Count ( ) { calculate class count } 
Step 2: Calculate_Attribute_Prob ( ) { calculate probabilities of all attributes } 
Step 3: Find_Max_Prob( ) { calculate maximum probability by calling Cal_Total_Prob(  ) } 
 
Input Layer 
Algorithm 2: Calculate_Attribute_Prob ( ): Calculate probabilities of all class value of each attribute value 
for every attribute of all parties. 

1. For Party  Pi where i = 1 to n do 
2.   For Attribute Ax where x = 1 to ai do 
3.     For Attribute value Vy where y = 1 to vx do 
4.       For Class value cz where z = 1 to c do 
5.          Pi.Cxyz = 0 
6.          For all tuples having class value cz 
7.             Pi.Cxyz  = Pi.Cxyz  + 1 
8.          End for 
9.          Pi.Probxyz = Pi.Cxyz / Nz 
10.       End for 
11.     End for 
12.   End for 
13. End for. 

 
Algorithm 3: Class_Count ( ) : Calculate class count for all class value by first party 

1. For Class value cz where z = 1 to c do       
2.    Nz  = 0 
3.    For all tuples having class value cz 
4.       Nz   = Nz + 1 
5.    End for 
6. End for. 

 
Intermediate Layer: Secure Multiplication Protocol 
Algorithm 4: Cal_Total_Prob ( cz ) : Calculate total Probability for all class value of new tuple by using 
secure multiplication protocol. 

1. For Class value cz where z = 1 to c do       
2.    Total_Probz   = 1 
3.    For Party  Pi where i = 1 to n do 
4.      For Attribute Ax where x = 1 to ai do 
5.        For Attribute value Vy where y = 1 to vx do 
6.           If  Pi.Axy = New.Pi.Axval  then 
7.               Total_Probz  = Total_Probz * Pi.Probxyz  
8.               Break 
9.        End if 
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10.      End for 
11.    End for 
12.  End for 
13.  Return Total_Probz 
14. End for. 

 
Output Layer:  
Algorithm 5: Find_Max_Prob ( ) : Find the maximum probability and classify the tuple. 

1. Max_Prob = 0 
2. Class = Null 
3. For Class value cz where z = 1 to c do       
4.    Prob  = Cal_Total_Prob (cz) * Nz /T 
5.    If  Prob > Max_Prob  then 
6.        Max_Prob  = Prob   
7.        Class = cz 
8.    End if 
9. End for 
10. For Party  Pi where i = 1 to n do 
11.    Ac = Class 
12. End for. 

4. Evaluation and Results 
 In vertical partitioned data, party needs collaboration with other parties to classify the new tuple. Here we 
are addressing two parties, where parties are vertically distributed. Each party has three attributes including 
class attribute. Naïve Bayes evaluation procedure uses secure multiplication protocol to classify the new 
tuple. Our protocol secured the parties actual data in the process. Thus, privacy is being maintained. Its 
execution time is less than the existing Naïve Bayes classifier with almost same accuracy. 

 
Table 1. Party P1 

Rid P1.Age P1.Income P1.Class:Buys_computer 
1 <=30 High No 
2 <=30 High No 
3 31..40 High Yes 
4 >40 Medium Yes 
5 >40 Low Yes 
6 >40 Low No 
7 31..40 Low Yes 
8 <=30 Medium No 
9 <=30 Low Yes 

10 >40 Medium Yes 
11 <=30 Medium Yes 
12 31..40 Medium Yes 
13 31..40 High Yes 
14 >40 Medium No 

 
 

Table 2. Party P2 
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Rid P2.Student P2.Credit_rating P2.Class:Buys_computer 
1 No Fair No 
2 No Excellent No 
3 No Fair Yes 
4 No Fair Yes 
5 Yes Fair Yes 
6 Yes Excellent No 
7 Yes Excellent Yes 
8 No Fair No 
9 Yes Fair Yes 
10 Yes Fair Yes 
11 Yes Excellent Yes 
12 No Excellent Yes 
13 Yes Fair Yes 
14 No Excellent No 

 
Probabilities calculation of the attributes of vertically partitioned databases: 
        Total Number of tuples  = 14 
     Class Yes: Buys_computer = “Yes”          Total tuples for Class Yes = 9 
     Class No: Buys_computer = “No”             Total tuples for Class No = 5 

 
Table 3. Compute probability for P1.Age 

P1.Age 
Class Yes Class No 

Total Probability Total Probabi
lity 

<=30 2 0.2222 3 0.6 
31..40 4 0.4444 0 0.0 
>40 3 0.3333 2 0.4 

 
Table 4. Compute probability for P1.Income 

P1.Income 
Class Yes Class No 

Total Probabi
lity Total Probabi

lity 
High 2 0.2222 2 0.4 
Medi

um 4 0.4444 2 0.4 

Low 3 0.3333 1 0.2 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Compute probability for P2.Student 
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P2.Student 
Class Yes Class No 

Total Probabi
lity Total Probabi

lity 
Yes 6 0.6667 1 0.2 
No 3 0.3333 4 0.8 

 
Table 6. Compute probability for P2.Credit_rating 

P2.Credit_rating 
Class Yes Class No 

Total Probabi
lity Total Probabi

lity 
Fair 6 0.6667 2 0.4 

Excellent 3 0.3333 3 0.6 
 

Table 7. Compute probability for Class Attribute (Buys_computer) 

Class : 
Buys_computer 

Class Yes Class No 

Total Probabi
lity Total Probabi

lity 
9 0.6429 5 0.3571 

 
Table 8. Classify new tuples of Party P1 

Rid P1.Age P1.Income P1.Class:Buys_computer
1

5 
<=

30 
Low ? 

1
6 

>4
0 

High ? 

. . . . 
 

Table 9. Classify new tuples of Party P2 

Rid P2.Student P2.Credit_rating P2.Class:Buys_computer 
1

5 
Yes Excellent ? 

1
6 

No Excellent ? 

. . . . 
For Rid =15 
Likelihood of the two classes: 
For Class Yes = 0.2222 * 0.3333 * 0.6666 * 0.3333 * 0.6429 = 0.01058 
For Class No = 0.6 * 0.2 * 0.2 * 0.6 * 0.3571 = 0.00514 
Conversion into a probability by normalization  
P (Class Yes) = 0.01058/ (0.01058 + 0.00514) = 0.673 
P (Class No) = 0.00514/ (0.01058 + 0.00514) = 0.327 
 
Here P (Class Yes) > P (Class No) then Class: Buys_computer  = Yes 
 
For Rid =16 
Likelihood of the two classes: 
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For Class Yes = 0.3333 * 0.2222 * 0.3333 * 0.3333 * 0.6429 = 0.00529 
For Class No = 0.4 * 0.4 * 0.8 * 0.6 * 0.3571 = 0.02743 
Conversion into a probability by normalization  
P (Class Yes) = 0.00529/ (0.00529 + 0.02743) = 0.162 
P (Class No) = 0.02743/ (0.00529 + 0.02743) = 0.838 
 
Here P (Class Yes) < P (Class No) then Class: Buys_computer  = No 

Table 10. Execution Time Calculation 

Number of Instances NB Execution Time(ms) 3LPPVPNBC Execution Time(ms) 
14 70 14 
25 83 15 
50 99 16 

100 112 29 
200 135 31 

 

Execution Time Comparison Chart
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Fig. 3: Execution Time Comparison 

Table 11. Accuracy Measurement 

Number of Instances 3LPPVPNBC Accuracy(%) 
14 72.74% 
25 73.54% 
50 74.68% 
100 76.25% 
200 77.51% 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, we provide a novel solution for Naïve Bayes classification over vertically partitioned data. 
Instead of using data transformation, we define a secure multiplication protocol to transform the model 
parameters while keeping data values secure. Our classification system is quite efficient and fast because the 
running time of our classifier is less than existing Naïve Bayes classifier. It is also much less than ID3 and 
C4.5 decision tree classifier because Bayesian classifier only needs to go through the whole training data 
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once. They are also space efficient because they build up a frequency table in size of the product of the 
number of attributes, number of class values, and the number of values per attribute not the actual value of 
the attribute. We are continuing work in this field to develop Naïve Bayes classifier for horizontally 
partitioned databases and also analysis new as well as existing classifiers. 
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